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Local Morphology Predicts Functional Organization of the
Dorsal Premotor Region in the Human Brain
Céline Amiez, Penelope Kostopoulos, Anne-Sophie Champod, and Michael Petrides
Cognitive Neuroscience Unit, Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A 2B4

A confusing picture of the functional organization of the dorsal premotor region of the human brain emerged when functional neuroimaging studies that either examined visuomotor hand conditional activity or attempted to localize the human frontal eye field reported
activity increases at the same general location, namely the junction of the superior precentral sulcus with the superior frontal sulcus. The
present functional magnetic resonance imaging study examined visuomotor hand conditional activity and the locus of the frontal eye
field as defined by a standard task, on a subject-by-subject basis, to clarify their location and reveal relationships between the pattern of
local morphology and functional activity. The results demonstrate that visuomotor hand conditional activity and the frontal eye field lie
within distinct parts of the superior precentral sulcus, revealing an organization of the human premotor cortex consistent with that
observed in experimental studies in the monkey.
Key words: fMRI; dorsal premotor cortex; human; saccades; superior precentral sulcus; visuomotor conditional task

Introduction
The selection among multiple competing hand/arm motor acts
on the basis of learned arbitrary conditional relationships to sensory cues, namely conditional associative motor responses, depends critically on the rostral part of the dorsal premotor cortex
(Petrides, 2005). Lesions involving this region impair severely the
learning and performance of visuomotor hand/arm conditional
responses in both human subjects (Petrides, 1985, 1997; Halsband and Freund, 1990) and the monkey (Halsband and Passingham, 1982; Petrides, 1982, 1986). In addition, functional neuroimaging in normal human subjects has shown reliable activation
related to the performance of visuomotor hand/arm conditional
responses within the dorsal premotor cortex at the junction of the
superior precentral sulcus (SPS) with the superior frontal sulcus
(SFS) (Deiber et al., 1997; Grafton et al., 1998; Toni et al., 1999;
Kurata et al., 2000). However, on the basis of functional neuroimaging studies, this same general region has also been reported
to be the locus of the human homolog of the frontal eye field
(FEF) (Paus, 1996; Petit et al., 1997; Corbetta et al., 1998; Luna et
al., 1998; Petit and Haxby, 1999; Gagnon et al., 2002; Astafiev et
al., 2003; Koyama et al., 2004; Grosbras et al., 2005). These functional neuroimaging findings raise a major problem regarding
our understanding of the anatomo-functional organization of
the dorsal premotor cortex in the human brain. How can the
locus for visuomotor hand/arm conditional responses be the
same as the locus of the FEF?
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The above conclusion is contrary to findings from experimental studies in monkeys that provide precise information about the
organization of both the visuomotor hand/arm conditional region of the dorsal premotor cortex and the FEF in the caudal
lateral frontal cortex (Bruce and Goldberg, 1985; Bruce et al.,
1985; Schall, 1997; Tehovnik et al., 2000; Rizzolatti and Luppino,
2001; Dum and Strick, 2002). In the monkey, these two functional loci are known to be close to each other but clearly distinct.
The dorsal premotor region that is critical for visuomotor hand/
arm conditional performance lies dorsal and caudal to the FEF
(Halsband and Passingham, 1982; Petrides, 1982, 1986). Thus,
assuming that the organization of these areas in the human brain
is comparable to that of the monkey, we hypothesized that the
focus of visuomotor hand conditional activity in the human
would lie adjacent but dorsocaudal to the FEF close to the intersection of the SPS with the SFS.
The goal of the present functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment was to test the hypothesis that the organization of the dorsal premotor cortex in the human brain would
be comparable to that of the monkey. Furthermore, we examined
the data on a subject-by-subject basis because we wanted to reveal
any relationship that may exist between functional activity and
local morphological variations.

Materials and Methods
Subjects

Eight healthy volunteers (six females and two males) participated in this
study (mean age, 28 years; range, 22– 42 years). All subjects were righthanded as assessed by a handedness questionnaire (Crovitz and Zener,
1962). Informed, written consent was obtained from all of the participants according to the institutional guidelines established by the Ethics
Committee of the Montreal Neurological Hospital and Institute.

Experimental design
The experimental question dictated the selection of the tasks. Because we
wanted to examine the anatomo-functional relationships between the
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duration each and with a 1 s intertrial interval. The subjects had to press
the same mouse button (with their index finger) for all colors presented.
While performing both tasks, subjects were instructed to maintain ocular
fixation on the cross presented in the center of the screen.
One day before the scanning session, all participants learned to perform these tasks outside the scanner until they reached a level of 95%
correct responses on two consecutive sets of 32 trials.
Saccadic eye movement task and ocular fixation control task. These tasks
were designed to examine changes in activity specific to the performance
of saccadic eye movements. For the saccadic eye movement task, we used
the one described by Gagnon et al. (2002). The sentence “Follow the dot”
instructed the subjects that they would have to perform saccadic eye
movements. In this task, a dot was successively and randomly presented
in one of three possible locations on the screen (i.e., left, center, right)
(Fig. 1) for 750 ms in each location for a total duration of 22.5 s. The
subjects had to perform a saccade to follow the dot to its current location
on the screen. The sentence “Fixate on the dot” instructed the subjects
that they would have to keep looking at the dot located in the center of the
screen for 22.5 s.

MRI acquisition

Figure 1. Behavioral tasks. a, Visuomotor hand conditional task and motor control task. In
both the visuomotor hand conditional and the motor control trials, one of four different colors
was presented in a pseudo-random order in successive trials. The color occupied the entire
screen. The subjects were instructed to look at the cross in the center of the colored screen
during all trials. A written sentence at the beginning of each block of 16 trials indicated to the
subjects the type of trial to be performed during that block. The sentence “Do the appropriate
movementforeachcolor”instructedthesubjectsthatablockof16visuomotorhandconditionaltrials
would follow. During these trials, the subjects had to press the appropriate one of four buttons in
response to the presentation of one of the four colors. The arrows indicate the correct button to press
depending on the presented color. The subjects were asked to press the top, left, right, and bottom
buttonswiththeirmiddle,index,andringfingersandthumb,respectively.Thesentence“Dothesame
movement for each color” instructed the subjects that a block of 16 motor control trials would follow.
Duringthesetrials,thesubjectshadtopressthesamemousebutton(withtheirindexfinger)forallof
thecolorspresented.Thedurationoftheintertrialintervalwas1s.b,Saccadiceyemovementtaskand
ocular fixation control task. The sentences “Follow the dot” and “Fixate on the dot” instructed the
subject to perform saccadic eye movements or to fixate, respectively. During the saccadic eye movement trials, a dot was presented in one of three possible locations on the screen (i.e., left, center or
right) for 750 ms in each location for a total of 22.5 s. The subjects had to perform a saccade to follow
the dot to its current location on the screen. During the ocular fixation trials, the subjects had to fixate
on the dot presented in the center of the screen for 22.5 s.
dorsal premotor region involved in visuomotor hand conditional activity
and the FEF, we used a standard saccadic eye movement task to localize
the human FEF and a standard task to localize visuomotor hand conditional activity. Subjects performed the visuomotor hand conditional task
and the saccadic eye movement task during successive blocks of trials in
the present block-design fMRI study. Stimulus presentation and the recording of motor responses were computer controlled and programmed
with E-prime 1.1 (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA).
Visuomotor hand conditional task and motor control task. These tasks
were designed to examine changes in activity specific to the performance
of well learned visuomotor hand conditional responses. A written instruction on the screen at the beginning of each block of trials informed
the subjects of the type of the trial that would follow. The sentence “Do
the appropriate movement for each color” instructed the subjects that a
block of 16 visuomotor hand conditional trials would follow. In this
block of trials, four different colors that occupied the entire screen were
presented randomly on successive trials of 3 s duration with a 1 s intertrial
interval. The subjects had to press the appropriate one of four buttons on
a computer mouse in response to the presentation of each one of the
different colors (red, yellow, blue, and purple) (Fig. 1). The sentence “Do
control movement” instructed the subjects that a block of 16 motor
control trials would follow. In this block of trials, the same four different
colors were presented randomly one at a time on successive trials of 3 s

Scanning was performed on a 1.5 T Sonata MRI Scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Because of the loud “pinging” noise of the functional
multislice echo-planar imaging, subjects wore earplugs. After a highresolution T1 anatomical scan (entire head, 1 mm 3 isotropic resolution),
five or six runs of 120 images each [38 oblique T2* gradient echo-planar
images; voxel size, 3.4 ⫻ 3.4 ⫻ 3.4 mm; repetition time (TR), 3.5 s; echo
time, 45 ms; flip angle, 90°] sensitive to the blood oxygenation leveldependent (BOLD) signal were acquired. Visual stimuli were presented
through a liquid crystal display projector with a mirror system, and the
responses of the subjects were recorded with an MR-compatible optical
computer mouse. Each subject was required to complete five or six runs
of fMRI data collection during the scanning session, each one lasting
⬃7.5 min. In each run, the subjects performed twice the following sequence of blocks of trials: 16 visuomotor hand/arm conditional trials, 16
hand/arm motor control trials, ocular fixation for 22.5 s, and saccadic eye
movements for 22.5 s. The first trial of each block of trials was synchronized with the scanner acquisition via a trigger signal generated by the
scanner. Behavioral and imaging data were acquired for all trials.

Data analysis
Contrasts analyzed. To establish the brain regions involved in the performance of well learned conditional motor responses of the hand, we compared the BOLD signal of the visuomotor hand conditional task with that
of the motor control task. To assess the brain regions involved in the
performance of saccadic eye movements, we compared the BOLD signal
obtained during the saccadic eye movement task with that obtained during the ocular fixation task. To establish the location of the hand region of
the primary motor cortex, we compared the BOLD signal obtained in the
motor control task with that of the ocular fixation task.
Statistical analysis. The first three volumes of each functional run were
discarded because of the T1 saturation effects. Medical Image NetCDF
(MINC) images from all runs were first realigned with an AFNI image
registration software using the third frame of the first run as a reference
(Cox and Jesmanowicz, 1999) and smoothed with an MINC blurring
software (mincblur) using a 6 mm full-width half-maximum (FWHM)
isotropic Gaussian kernel. Subsequently, all images were transformed
into standard proportional stereotaxic space (Talairach and Tournoux,
1988) using in-house dedicated software (Collins et al., 1994). Functional
and anatomical data in each individual subject were then merged to
locate regions of significant activation.
The data analysis was performed using fmristat (Worsley et al., 2002)
(available at http://www.math.mcgill.ca/keith/fmristat). The statistical
analysis of the fMRI data was based on a linear model with correlated
errors. The design matrix of the linear model was first convolved with a
hemodynamic response function modeled as a difference of two gamma
functions timed to coincide with the acquisition of each slice (Glover,
1999). Drift was removed by adding cubic spline covariates in the frame
times, one covariate per 2 min of scanning, to the design matrix (Worsley
et al., 2002).
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Sufficient sampling across the hemodynamic
response function was acquired in this experiment because of the complete desynchronization of the trial onset time from the acquisition
repetition time. This desynchronization was
achieved by having a fixed repetition time of
acquisition (TR, 3.5 s) and a total trial duration
that lasted 4 s in visuomotor hand/arm conditional and motor control trials, 22.5 s in saccadic eye movement trials, and 22.5 s in ocular
fixation trials. The correlation structure was
modeled as an autoregressive process of degree
1 (Bullmore et al., 1996). At each voxel, the autocorrelation parameter was estimated from the
least-squares residuals using the Yule-Walker
equations, after a bias correction for correlations induced by the linear model. The autocorrelation parameter was first regularized by spatial smoothing with a 15 mm FWHM Gaussian
filter and then used to “whiten” the data and the
design matrix. The linear model was then reestimated using least squares on the whitened
data to produce estimates of effects and their
SEs (Worsley et al., 2002).
In a second step, experimental runs within a
subject were combined with a fixed-effects
analysis that involved estimating the ratio of the
random-effects variance to the fixed-effects
variance, then smoothing this ratio with an infinitely large FWHM Gaussian filter, yielding a
global ratio of 1. The variance of the effect was
then estimated by the smoothed ratio multiplied by the fixed-effects variance to achieve
higher degrees of freedom (Worsley et al.,
2002).
The resulting t statistic images were thresholded using the minimum given by a Bonferroni’s correction and random field theory, taking
into account the non-isotropic spatial correlation of the errors. Significance was assessed on
the basis of the spatial extent of consecutive
voxels.
A cluster volume extent ⬎175 mm 3, associated with a t value ⬎3, was significant ( p ⬍
0.05), corrected for multiple comparisons using
the method of Friston et al. (1995). For a single
voxel in an exploratory search involving all
peaks within an estimated gray matter of 600
cm 3 covered by the slices, the threshold for reporting a peak as significant ( p ⬍ 0.05) was t ⫽
4.118 (Worsley et al., 1996).

Figure 2. The location of the premotor hand region for conditional motor responses is in blue, the location of the saccadic eye
movement region (i.e., the FEF) is in red, and the location of the primary motor cortex hand representation is in green in subjects
1 and 2. The foci of activity illustrated result from the subtractions reported in Tables 1–3. These foci are shown on each subject’s
left hemisphere: lateral view (top left diagram) and top view (top right diagram). The green arrow indicates the point of the central
sulcus in the depth of which the primary hand motor representation is located (i.e., precentral knob). For each subject, horizontal
sections at different levels (z coordinate) in standard stereotaxic space are shown. The left horizontal sections are anatomical MRIs,
and the right sections are the same ones with the premotor hand conditional (blue) and saccadic eye movement (red) foci
displayed. In both subjects, the primary hand motor region is also displayed in green. In subject 1, the blue arrow marks the point
of intersection of the SPSd with the caudal end of the SFS, and the yellow arrow marks the point of intersection of the SPSv with
the SFS. In subject 2, the red arrow indicates the common point of intersection of the SPSd, the SPSv, and the caudal end of the SFS.
Ant, Anterior part of the brain; CS, central sulcus; SF, Sylvian fissure.

Results
Morphological variation in the dorsal premotor region
The most significant morphological feature of the dorsal premotor region of the human brain is the junction of the SPS with the
caudal end of the SFS. Detailed examination of the morphology
of this region in coronal, sagittal, and horizontal sections shows
that the SPS is not a single sulcus but rather a complex of two
distinct sulci that often blend together close to the caudal end of
the SFS. Thus, on the surface of the brain, these two sulci give the
impression of one continuous dorsoventrally directed SPS [subject 2 (Fig. 2), subjects 3 and 5 (Fig. 3), and subject 8 (Fig. 4)].
Because in these cases (Fig. 5c, type 1), there is a common point of
intersection with the caudal end of the SPS, we can speak of a
dorsal branch of the SPS (SPSd) that lies above the point of intersection and a ventral branch (SPSv) that lies below this point.
For example, this morphological relationship can be clearly ap-

preciated in horizontal section Z60 of subject 2 in Figure 2, in
which the red arrow indicates this common point of intersection
of the SPSd, the SPSv, and the caudal end of the SFS. However, in
many other brains (Fig. 5c, type 2a), these three sulci do not meet
at the same point (Germann et al., 2005). In these cases, the SPSv
joins the SFS anterior to the point of intersection of the SPSd with
the caudal end of the SFS [subject 1 (Fig. 2), subject 6 (Fig. 3), and
subject 7 (Fig. 4)]. As an example, see horizontal section Z60 of
subject 1 in Figure 2, in which the blue arrow marks the point of
intersection of the SPSd with the caudal end of the SFS and the yellow
arrow marks the point of intersection of the SPSv with the SFS.
Indeed, in a few cases, the SPSv does not intersect with the caudal end
of the SFS and remains clearly separated from it by a narrow gyral
passage [asterisk in subject 7 (Fig. 4) and type 2b (Fig. 5c)].
The SPS runs more or less parallel to the superior part of the
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changes within the dorsal premotor region
related to performance in our two tasks,
namely the visuomotor hand conditional
and the saccadic eye movement tasks.
Visuomotor hand conditional activity
and the SPSd
In the visuomotor hand conditional task,
the subjects had to select and perform the
appropriate one from a set of four actions
(i.e., button presses with the middle, index, or ring finger, or thumb) on the basis
of well learned arbitrary associations to visual stimuli (red, yellow, blue, and purple
colors). To isolate activity specific to the
performance of the conditional hand motor responses, we compared activity in the
visuomotor hand conditional task with
that in the motor control task. We computed t statistical maps of the comparison
(visuomotor hand conditional task minus
motor control task) in each individual
subject, and we superimposed these maps
on the anatomical MRI of each individual
subject. A significant increase in activity
was consistently observed in the left dorsal
premotor cortex in each individual subject
(Figs. 2– 4). The focus of this activity increase was in the dorsal branch of the SPS
close to the caudal end of the SFS in the left
hemisphere in each subject [average Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates (x, y, z): ⫺25.8 ⫾ 3.7 SD, ⫺14.4 ⫾
4.5 SD, 61.5 ⫾ 8.4 SD] (Table 1). A similar
significant increase in activity in the dorsal
branch of the SPS close to the junction
with the SFS was observed in the right
Figure 3. The location of the premotor hand region for conditional motor responses is in blue, the location of the saccadic eye hemisphere, but only in six of the eight
movement region (i.e., the FEF) is in red, and the location of the primary motor cortex hand representation is in green in subjects
subjects [average MNI coordinates (x, y,
3– 6. The foci of activity illustrated result from the subtractions reported in Tables 1–3. These foci are shown on each subject’s left
z):
30.3 ⫾ 5.7 SD, ⫺17.4 ⫾ 4 SD, 64 ⫾ 6.3
hemisphere: lateral view (top left diagram) and top view (top right diagram). The green arrow indicates the point of the central
SD].
It is important to note that no activity
sulcus in the depth of which the primary hand motor representation is located (i.e., Broca’s pli de passage moyen). For each
subject, horizontal sections at different levels (z coordinate) in standard stereotaxic space are shown. The left horizontal sections increase was found in any part of the latare anatomical MRIs, and the right sections are the same ones with the premotor hand conditional (blue) and saccadic eye eral prefrontal cortex. Note also that, in
movement (red) foci displayed. In subjects 3 and 5, the primary hand motor region is also displayed in green. In subjects 4 – 6, the the left hemisphere, significant increases
yellow dotted line indicates the level of the sagittal section (i.e., the x coordinate) illustrated within the yellow dotted box. Note in activity were also observed in the supthat, in subject 5, the precentral gyrus has receded and therefore the SPSv and the central sulcus blend in certain locations. This can plementary motor area [average MNI cobe appreciated by careful inspection of the horizontal section indicated by the orange line and box. Ant, Anterior part of the brain; ordinates (x, y, z), left hemisphere: ⫺3.5 ⫾
CS, central sulcus; SF, Sylvian fissure.
2.5 SD, ⫺6.5 ⫾ 7.3 SD, 53.5 ⫾ 2.7 SD], the
ventral premotor cortex [average MNI cocentral sulcus, thus forming the anterior border of the precentral
ordinates (x, y, z), left hemisphere: ⫺53 ⫾ 6.9 SD, ⫺0.4 ⫾ 11.2
gyrus. Normally, the SPSd is oriented toward the midline of the
SD, 42.8 ⫾ 7 SD], and the parietal cortex [average MNI coordibrain. However, in one of the subjects we studied (Fig. 3, subject
nates (x, y, z): left hemisphere, ⫺41.3 ⫾ 5.6 SD, ⫺38.3 ⫾ 5.1 SD,
4), the SPSd curved sharply posteriorly toward the central sulcus
53 ⫾ 10 SD (first peak); ⫺25.4 ⫾ 4.3 SD, ⫺62.5 ⫾ 5.7 SD, 58.8 ⫾
and blended with it. As a result, the point of intersection between
8.4 SD (second peak); right hemisphere, 30.2 ⫾ 5.7 SD, ⫺55.7 ⫾
the SPSd and the SFS in this subject was much more anterior than
3.4 SD, 65.3 ⫾ 4.2 SD] (data not shown).
in all the other brains.
Despite these considerable variations in the local morphology
Primary motor cortex hand activity in the central sulcus
of the region of interest, a subject-by-subject analysis of the locus
To determine the location of the hand representation within the
of functional activity revealed a clear relationship between morprimary motor cortical region in the central sulcus (area 4), we
phology and functional activity (see below). Because the purpose
compared activity during the motor control task to the central
of the present study was to test a specific hypothesis about the
ocular fixation task. This comparison revealed a significant inorganization of the dorsal premotor cortex in the human brain,
crease in activity within the known locus of the primary motor
the detailed subject-by-subject analysis is focused on activity
hand representation in the central sulcus, namely the “precentral
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knob” (Yousry et al., 1997), also known as
Broca’s pli de passage moyen (Broca, 1888;
Boling et al., 1999), in the left hemisphere
in each individual subject [average MNI
coordinates (x, y, z): ⫺37.1 ⫾ 6.7 SD,
⫺25.6 ⫾ 5.4 SD, 62.5 ⫾ 5 SD] (Figs. 2– 4,
5d; Table 2). Because the subjects were
responding with their right hand, the increase in activity was within the primary motor cortical region of the left
hemisphere.
Activity related to saccadic eye
movements and the SPSv
The comparison of cerebral activity during
the saccadic eye movement task with that
in the ocular fixation task was used to determine the location of activity related to
saccadic eye movement within the caudal
lateral frontal lobe (i.e., the FEF). This
comparison revealed a specific increase in
activity within the ventral branch of the
SPS in both the left and the right hemispheres of each individual subject (Table 3,
Figs. 2– 4) [average MNI coordinates (x, y,
z): left hemisphere, ⫺38 ⫾ 4.2 SD, ⫺9.8 ⫾
3.8 SD, 54.4 ⫾ 7.5 SD; right hemisphere,
34.5 ⫾ 9.1 SD, ⫺10.8 ⫾ 7.7 SD, 52.5 ⫾ 5.3
SD]. Importantly, in all subjects, the t statistic within the dorsal branch of the SPS
was dramatically lower in the comparison
“saccadic eye movement task minus the
ocular fixation task” (i.e., average t statistic ⫽ 2.09 ⫾ 2.22) than in the comparison
“visuomotor hand conditional task minus
motor control task” (i.e., average t statistic ⫽ 6.24 ⫾ 2.51).
Note that an additional peak of activity
was observed in the dorsal part of the inferior precentral sulcus [average MNI coordinates (x, y, z), left hemisphere: ⫺48 ⫾ 7
SD, ⫺6.6 ⫾ 5.8 SD, 45.4 ⫾ 6.5 SD], the
supplementary eye field [average MNI coordinates (x, y, z), left hemisphere: ⫺4.8 ⫾
2.8 SD, ⫺9 ⫾ 5.3 SD, 70.5 ⫾ 3.8 SD], the
supplementary motor area [average MNI
coordinates (x, y, z), left hemisphere:
⫺5.1 ⫾ 4.3 SD, ⫺2.6 ⫾ 6.4 SD, 55.5 ⫾ 3.7
SD], and in the parietal cortex [average
MNI coordinates (x, y, z): left hemisphere,
⫺32.4 ⫾ 6.1 SD, ⫺54.8 ⫾ 6.1 SD, 50.9 ⫾
6.8 SD; right hemisphere, 32 ⫾ 6.2 SD,
⫺53.6 ⫾ 6.6 SD, 52.1 ⫾ 8.9 SD].
In a recent study, Blanke et al. (2000),
using electrical stimulation, reported
evoked saccadic eye movements in three
patients in the posterior-most part of the
middle frontal gyrus, just anterior to the
junction of the SPS and below the SFS. Our
placement of the FEF in relation to the
ventral part of the SPS, which is either located at the very end of the middle frontal
gyrus (Fig. 5c, type 1) or cuts into the most

Figure 4. The location of the premotor hand region for conditional motor responses is in blue, the location of the saccadic eye
movementregion(i.e.,theFEF)isinred,andthelocationoftheprimarymotorcortexhandrepresentationisingreeninsubjects7and8.Thefoci
of activity illustrated result from the subtractions reported in Tables 1–3. These foci are shown on each subject’s left hemisphere: lateral view
(top left diagram) and top view (top right diagram). The green arrow indicates the point of the central sulcus in the depth of which the primary
hand motor representation is located (i.e., Broca’s pli de passage moyen). For each subject, horizontal sections at different levels (z coordinate)
in standard stereotaxic space are shown. The left horizontal sections are anatomical MRIs, and the right sections are the same ones with the
premotor hand conditional (blue) and saccadic eye movement (red) foci displayed. In both subjects, the primary hand motor region is also
displayedingreen.Inbothsubjects,theyellowdottedlineindicatesthelevelofthesagittalsection(i.e.,the xcoordinate)illustratedwithinthe
yellow dotted box. Note that (1) on the lateral and top views of subject 8, the red arrow points to the location of the SPSv in the depth of which
thesaccadiceyemovementregionislocated;(2)onthelateralandtopviewsofsubject7,thebluearrowpointstothelocationoftheSPSdinthe
depth of which the premotor hand region for motor conditional responses is located; and (3) in the top view of subject 7, the asterisk indicates
the narrow gyral passage between the SPSd and the SPSv. Ant, Anterior part of the brain; CS, central sulcus; SF, Sylvian fissure.

Table 1. Localization of the visuomotor hand conditional region: visuomotor hand conditional task minus motor
control task

MNI coordinates
SPSd region
Left hemisphere
Subject 1
Subject 2
Subject 3
Subject 4
Subject 5
Subject 6
Subject 7
Subject 8
Mean ⫾ SD
Right hemisphere
Subject 1
Subject 2
Subject 3
Subject 4
Subject 5
Subject 6
Subject 7
Subject 8
Mean ⫾ SD

x

y

z

t statistic

⫺28
⫺28
⫺28
⫺28
⫺28
⫺22
⫺22
⫺20
⫺26
⫺22
⫺32
⫺25.8 ⫾ 3.7

⫺18
⫺22
⫺10
⫺10
⫺16
⫺14
⫺14
⫺18
⫺14
⫺16
⫺6
⫺14.4 ⫾ 4.5

72
60
62
50
70
48
64
66
51
68
66
61.5 ⫾ 8.4

9.51
5.55
7.79
5.06
11.18
5.60
6.81
6.51
3.84
2.71
4.04

32
38
32
28

⫺20
⫺18
⫺22
⫺20

64
68
68
58

5.34
8.10
5.95
4.50

28

⫺12

58

10.17

34
20
30.3 ⫾ 5.7

⫺18
⫺12
⫺17.4 ⫾ 4

58
74
64 ⫾ 6.3

3.26
4.54

Data are the maxima of regions showing significant increases in the BOLD signal in each individual subject. All t statistics are significant at p ⬍ 0.05 corrected for multiple
comparisons. The stereotaxic coordinates are expressed in millimeters within the MNI stereotaxic proportional system that is based on the Talairach and Tournoux (1988)
stereotaxic space: x, medial-to-lateral distance relative to the midline (positive, right); y, anterior-to-posterior distance relative to the anterior commissure (positive, anterior);
z, superior-to-inferior distance relative to the anterior commissure–posterior commissure line (positive, superior).
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Figure 5. The premotor hand region, the saccadic eye movement region (i.e., the FEF), and
the primary motor cortex hand representation in the human and monkey frontal cortex. a, The
premotor cortex hand region for conditional responses (blue), the saccadic eye movement
region (red), and the primary motor cortex hand representation (green) are shown on the
cortical surface of the three-dimensional rendering of the left hemisphere of one human brain in
standard stereotaxic space. The crosses correspond to the mean locations of activities reported
in Tables 1–3. The blue, red, and green regions correspond to an estimate of the size of these
regions based on the subject-by-subject analysis. b, On the left hemisphere of a macaque
monkey brain, the following are indicated: the location of the dorsal premotor region involved
in the performance of hand conditional responses (blue); the saccadic eye movement region
(i.e., the classical FEF) in the concavity of the arcuate sulcus (red); and the hand representation
of the primary motor cortex (green). c, Schematic representation of the sulcal patterns in the
dorsal premotor region of the human brain. Type 1, The SPSd and SPSv approach each other at
the caudal end of the SFS, giving the impression of one continuous sulcus; type 2a, the SPSv joins
the SFS at a more anterior location than the SPSd; type 2b, the SPSv approaches but does not join
the SFS. d, The hand representation of the primary motor cortex (area 4) in the human brain lies
within the central sulcus at the level indicated in green in a. Within the central sulcus, the hand
representation occupies a distinct morphological feature, a fold known as the precentral knob.
A horizontal (left) and a sagittal (right) section through this part of the central sulcus illustrate
this distinct morphological feature. CS, Central sulcus; AS, arcuate sulcus; PS, principalis sulcus;
S, spur; SPdimple, superior precentral dimple.

posterior part of the middle frontal gyrus (Fig. 5c, type 2), is more
consistent with the results of Blanke et al. (2000) than previous
studies that reported the intersection of the SFS with the SPS as
the locus of the FEF. Of course, the current levels used in electrical
stimulation studies will affect the observed extent of the FEF (i.e.,
the larger the stimulation current, the greater will be the extent of
the area defined as the FEF). Thus, the greater anterior extent
of the FEF as defined by Blanke et al. (2000) may be related to the
stimulation currents that they used.

Discussion
Many previous functional neuroimaging studies (for review, see
Grosbras et al., 2005) had reported that the intersection of the
SPS with the caudal end of the SFS is the homolog of the FEF that
had originally been established, on the basis of electrophysiological studies, in the monkey (Bruce and Goldberg, 1985; Bruce et
al., 1985; Schall, 1997; Tehovnik et al., 2000). At the same time,
other functional neuroimaging studies reported this same inter-
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section of the SPS with the SFS to be the focus of premotor hand/
arm conditional activity (Deiber et al., 1997; Grafton et al., 1998;
Toni et al., 1999; Kurata et al., 2000). These functional neuroimaging findings raised a major problem regarding our understanding of the organization of the dorsal premotor region of the human brain by failing to discriminate between the location of
visuomotor hand conditional activity and the FEF.
Experimental anatomical and functional studies in macaque
monkeys had clearly shown that the FEF lies in the concavity of the
arcuate sulcus (Bruce and Goldberg, 1985; Bruce et al., 1985; Schall,
1997; Tehovnik et al., 2000), ventral and slightly rostral to the hand/
arm premotor representation that has been shown to be critical for
visuomotor hand conditional performance (Halsband and Passingham, 1982; Petrides, 1982, 1986; Mitz et al., 1991; Boussaoud and
Wise, 1993a,b; Germain and Lamarre, 1993). Thus, the experimental data available from non-human primates strongly predicted that
the FEF should lie ventral and slightly rostral to the locus of visuomotor hand conditional activity. In the present fMRI study, we
tested this hypothesis by examining both visuomotor hand conditional activity and eye movement activity, on a subject-by-subject
basis. The data showed that, in the human dorsal premotor region at
the junction of the SPS with the SFS, the visuomotor hand conditional premotor locus of activity lies near, but always dorsocaudal, to
the FEF, as would be predicted from anatomical and physiological
studies in the macaque monkey (Fig. 5).
Importantly, our data demonstrate that the visuomotor hand
conditional premotor activity and the saccadic eye movement
activity are consistently related to particular aspects of the local
morphology of the dorsal premotor region, so that one can predict the locus of functional activity from the local morphological
pattern in a particular brain. The visuomotor hand conditional
premotor activity was consistently located in the depth of the
dorsal branch of the SPS, close to its intersection with the caudal
end of the SFS. In contrast, the saccadic eye movement activity
was consistently located in the depth of the ventral branch of the
SPS. Furthermore, functional activity was closely related to two
morphological variants of the linkage of the ventral branch of the
SPS to the caudal SFS. In the first variant (type 1), the ventral
branch of the SPS ends, dorsally, close to the caudal end of the SFS
and therefore has a more or less common point of intersection
with the dorsal branch of the SPS (Figs. 2– 4, subjects 2, 3, 5, and
8). In these cases, in which the SPS has a more or less continuous
course, the saccadic eye movement activity lies below the common point of intersection within the ventral branch of the SPS,
whereas the visuomotor hand conditional activity lies at the point
of intersection, extending dorsally within the dorsal branch of the
SPS. In the second variant (type 2), the ventral branch of the SPS
joins the SFS at a much more anterior point than the dorsal
branch of the SPS (Figs. 2– 4, subjects 1, 6 and 7). Thus, in this
variant, there is no common point of intersection between the
three sulci SPSd, SPSv, and SFS. Importantly, in these cases, the
saccadic eye movement activity is located in the more anterior
ventral branch of the SPS, whereas the visuomotor hand conditional functional activity remains at the point of intersection of
the dorsal branch of the SPS with the SFS, extending dorsally (Fig.
5a). Thus, in all subjects examined, the locus of functional activity was tightly related to the local morphology.
Our observation that the visuomotor hand conditional premotor activity is located in the dorsal branch of the SPS is consistent with two recent studies reporting that trancranial magnetic stimulation of the dorsal part of the SPS induced
interference with the performance of a visuomotor conditional
task (Schluter et al., 1998; Johansen-Berg, 2002).
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Studies in the monkey demonstrated a Table 2. Localization of the primary hand motor region in area 4: motor control task minus ocular fixation task
striking dissociation between the effects of
MNI coordinates
lesions to the rostral part of the dorsal pre- Precentral knob region
x
y
z
t statistic
motor cortex and more anterior dorsolat⫺42
⫺30
64
3.98
eral prefrontal lesions involving areas 9 Subject 1
Subject 2
⫺34
⫺20
70
4.62
and 46 (Petrides, 1982, 1986, 2005). Subject 3
⫺28
⫺32
60
3.18
Whereas lesions involving the rostral pre- Subject 4
⫺36
⫺29
64
2.34
motor cortex yield a massive impairment Subject 5
⫺40
⫺28
66
3.97
⫺33
⫺18
64
2.01
both in the learning and performance of Subject 6
⫺34
⫺28
58
7.20
motor conditional responses (Halsband Subject 7
⫺50
⫺20
54
5.01
and Passingham, 1982; Petrides, 1982, Subject 8
⫺37.1 ⫾ 6.7
⫺25.6 ⫾ 5.4
62.5 ⫾ 5
1986, 2005), lesions of the dorsolateral Mean ⫾ SD
prefrontal cortex yield either no impair- All t statistics are significant at p ⬍ 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons. The stereotaxic coordinates are expressed in millimeters within the MNI
stereotaxic proportional system that is based on the Talairach and Tournoux (1988) stereotaxic space.
ment or a negligible one. The present fMRI
data are consistent with the observations Table 3. Localization of the saccadic eye movement region: saccadic eye movement task minus ocular
from the lesion studies in the monkey in so fixation task
far as no activity increase was found in the
MNI coordinates
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex during the
x
y
z
t statistic
performance of well learned visuomotor SPSv region
hand conditional responses.
Left hemisphere
Subject 1
⫺34
⫺8
52
7.21
A recent fMRI study (Boettiger and
⫺46
⫺8
52
5.46
D’Esposito, 2005) compared frontal corSubject 2
⫺38
⫺8
66
9.48
tex activity during the learning, by trial
Subject 3
⫺40
⫺14
62
10.04
and error, of novel arbitrary visuomotor
Subject 4
⫺34
⫺14
64
13.95
response associations with the perforSubject 5
⫺32
⫺16
46
4.75
mance of well learned (i.e., familiar) reSubject 6
⫺38
⫺8
48
5.63
Subject 7
⫺40
⫺6
52
8.18
sponses. As would be expected, the comSubject 8
⫺40
⫺6
48
7.09
parison of novel learning with familiar
Mean ⫾ SD
⫺38 ⫾ 4.2
⫺9.8 ⫾ 3.8
54.4 ⫾ 7.5
well learned visuomotor responses yielded
increased activity in several prefrontal ar- Right hemisphere
Subject 1
24
⫺6
56
6.09
eas, which is reflecting greater involveSubject 2
46
4
54
10.78
ment of general purpose control processes
Subject 3
24
⫺20
52
4.82
(e.g., monitoring) during the learning of
Subject 4
30
⫺14
56
6.73
Subject 5
32
⫺6
44
5.97
novel associations. Also, as would be exSubject 6
48
⫺16
52
4.24
pected, this comparison did not reveal any
Subject 7
34
⫺16
46
5.28
activity in the rostral part of the dorsal preSubject 8
38
⫺12
60
4.16
motor cortex, because this region would
Mean ⫾ SD
34.5 ⫾ 9.1
⫺10.8 ⫾ 7.7
52.5 ⫾ 5.3
be involved both in the execution of visuoAll t statistics are significant at p ⬍ 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons. The stereotaxic coordinates are expressed in millimeters within the MNI
motor conditional responses during the stereotaxic proportional system that is based on the Talairach and Tournoux (1988) stereotaxic space.
novel learning condition and also in the
execution of familiar well learned visuotation of the hand in the primary motor cortex (area 4) is located
motor associations. A negative peak from this comparison (i.e.,
in the precentral knob (Broca, 1888; Yousry et al., 1997; Boling et
novel learning minus execution of familiar associations) in the
al., 1999), which is found in the depth of the central sulcus. Note
superior frontal gyrus [MNI coordinates (x, y, z): ⫺6, 38, 58) was
that the location of the premotor visuomotor hand conditional
interpreted by the authors as “premotor” activity representing
activity was anterior to the primary motor representation of the
well learned rules. However, activity at y ⫽ 38 lies approximately
hand (indicated in green in all subjects in Figs. 2– 4).
in the middle of the superior frontal gyrus where rostral areas 8B
In conclusion, the organization of the human dorsal premotor
and 9 are located and lies at least 50 mm anterior to the intersecregion, as revealed in the present study, was remarkably consistion of the SPS with the caudal end of the SFS where the visuotent with predictions from experimental studies in the macaque
motor hand conditional premotor region (area 6) is represented
monkey. As in the monkey (Halsband and Passingham, 1982;
(at y ⫽ ⫺14) (Table 1). We looked directly in our data set (visuoPetrides, 1982, 1986; Bruce and Goldberg, 1985; Bruce et al.,
motor hand conditional task minus motor control task) at coor1985; Mitz et al., 1991; Boussaoud and Wise, 1993a,b; Schall,
dinates (x, y, z) ⫺6, 38, 58 and found no evidence of increased
1997; Tehovnik et al., 2000; Koyama et al., 2004), the premotor
activity (average t value ⫽ ⫺0.56 ⫾ 1.1) related to the perforvisuomotor hand conditional activity in the human brain occurs
mance of well learned visuomotor associations. We therefore
anterior to the primary motor cortex hand representation, and
suggest that the peak at coordinates (x, y, z) ⫺6, 38, 58 in the
the FEF occurs ventral and rostral to the premotor visuomotor
above study represents decreased activity in the dorsal prefrontal
hand conditional activity (Figs. 2–5). Our data indicate that the
cortical area 9 during the execution of familiar visuomotor acts
anatomo-functional relationships between the visuomotor hand
compared with the novel learning of such acts that would ineviconditional premotor-related activity and the saccadic eye movetably place greater emphasis on monitoring and other executive
ment activity are preserved from monkey to human (Fig. 5) and
processes known to be controlled by the dorsolateral prefrontal
highlight the importance of detailed examination of the relationcortex (including area 9).
Finally, our data confirmed previous work that the represenship of functional activity to local morphology on a subject-by-
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subject basis. The common practice of averaging a functional
response across several brains and projecting the obtained activity peak in the average brain of the subjects studied can only
provide an approximate location of the response, and any relationship of the functional activity to patterns of local morphological variation will be ignored. Thus, any relationship that the
functional activity might have with local morphology will therefore not be revealed, and detailed functional organization will not
be established.
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